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Aim and Objectives
The purpose of this webinar is to:
Support delegates to understand the role of Professional Discussion and how to use this assessment
method to support learners/apprentices to complete competency-based qualifications in a range of
employment settings.

Today’s event will explore:
• What is a Professional Discussion?

• Preparing for a Professional Discussion

• How a professional discussion can contribute to
the assessment process.

• Keeping records of a Professional Discussion

• Advantages of conducting a Professional
Discussion.

• Validity, Reliability and Robustness

• Internal Quality Assurance and Professional
Discussion
• Exemplar forms to use for Professional
Discussion

Good Practice in Professional Discussion: Guidance Document and other supportive resources

This event is supported by a bespoke guidance document that aims to support the ongoing development of best
practice in the use of professional discussion

Overview of Professional Discussion

Overview of Professional Discussion

Typically between the
assessor and learner

MITIGATION

Assessor
Learner
Expert Witness

“The process of asking prepared questions around an Assessor-led agenda, with the learner answering rather than leading, is
doomed to failure” Research from Black & William 1998 and QCA and ALI (2004)

An effective way of assessing the learner’s understanding and knowledge and how they embed
this in their practice
can help a learner who finds written evidence difficult to produce

is efficient in terms of time and also a useful holistic assessment method
used as an assessment method to confirm authenticity, where this is in doubt, to enable the
learner to demonstrate their underlying knowledge or to address significant and related gaps in
the learners’ product evidence

Professional Discussion
It Is NOT just a chat, NOT a
group activity and MUST NOT
be a terrifying ordeal for the
learner.
The key aspect in professional
discussion is the ‘discussion’.
Questioning may be used to gain
depth; the discussion should be
structured by the Assessor but
led by the learner.

How professional discussion can contribute to the assessment process

Assessors MUST use the whole assessment process when using Professional Discussion
The Assessor will record the assessment
outcome on the required assessment records.

The Assessor will communicate the assessment
decision to the learner, and any future action
needed

The Assessor will produce an assessment plan that
outlines the focus of the professional discussion i.e.
which learning outcomes/assessment criteria will be
covered; date/time; who will be present;
supplementary evidence to be presented and
discussed

RECORD

PLAN

FEEDBACK

ASSESS
The Assessor will complete the professional
discussion with the learner, record what is said and
make an assessment decision based on the outcomes
of the discussion

ACTIVITY 1:

Discuss how Professional Discussion
can support evidence generation

How Professional Discussion can support evidence generation?
During your discussions you may have identified the following:
•

explore and assess the learner’s in-depth understanding of a subject/topic

•

assess practice that cannot be directly observed

•

assess aspects of work practice that are difficult to observe, are rare
occurrences, or take place in restricted or confidential settings

•

assess a discrete set of learning outcomes/assessment criteria using a
two-way conversation

•

access additional information to supplement and support other
assessment methods, for example a portfolio or project report, assignment
etc.

•

enable the learner to explore and elaborate on areas which may not
otherwise be easy to demonstrate.

•

to follow up or capture Expert Witness testimonies provide by the learners
Manager and/or work place supervisor

Professional Discussion: Advantages and High Order Thinking Skills

If conducted well, the professional
discussion can evidence behaviour
developments too and is particularly good
at generating evidence for problem
solving and, other higher order thinking
skills.
This is because it offers the learner a
unique opportunity to tell a natural ‘story’
of their practice including the why and the
how, and also the impact and outcomes of
their work

Evaluation
Make and defend judgements based on internal
evidence or external criteria

Higher Order
Thinking Skills

Synthesis
Compile component ideas into a new whole or propose
alternative solutions

Analysis
Break down objects or ideas into simpler parts and
find evidence to support generalisations

Application
Apply knowledge to actual situations

Comprehension
Demonstrate an understanding of the facts

Knowledge
Demonstrate an understanding of the facts

Bloom’s Taxonomy

Lower Order
Thinking Skills

ACTIVITY 2:
Consider the higher order thinking
skills identified by Blooms, discuss
how these might provide a framework
for a professional discussion.

Professional Discussion - Advantages cont.
Professional Discussion is a highly flexible assessment method:
•

it can be used to supplement another component of assessment,
for example, building on an observation, following a project report
or a learner presentation

•

it can be wide-ranging in scope and cover a large part of the
learner role and the occupational standard

•

it can draw upon other supporting evidence such as a portfolio or
a project report and can effectively determine the authenticity of
that supporting evidence

•

it can effectively assess those skills and behaviours that require
exploring further by using probing questions to explore the
reasons for the learner’s ideas or actions

•
•
•

it can be conducted online/remotely, providing appropriate
controls are in place

Learner

Observation

Frequent/
infrequent
activities/
routines

Products/
Projects

Triangulation

oral questions/discussions can be less daunting and are more
accessible for some learners

Assessor
it is an effective way of collecting qualitative data e.g. reflection and
experiences

Reflection

Individual to
learner’s
direct
experience

Expert Witness

Professional Discussion: Validity, Reliability and Robustness

Validity
Discussions should:

Reliability
Discussions should:

Robustness
Discussions should:

• be focused and directly
related to the learning
outcomes and assessment
criteria
• prioritise evidence from real
work experiences
• If appropriate, consider
whether any further
evidence is needed to
ensure safe judgement
following simulation or
scenario based
assessment (always check the

confirm the learner’s
practice is consistent
over time
confirm evidence drawn
from learner reflections
are conducted
consistently across all
learners
Assessors chose
questions carefully to
avoid leading the learner

• only happen following
clear consideration of
learner ‘readiness’ for
assessment
• avoid Assessor bias
• be well planned and
prepared to provide
learners with best
opportunity for success
• be carefully recorded, inc
date, time, participants
and their signatures, and
be part of a process that
is fully auditable

assessment strategy)

• confirm currency

ACTIVITY 3: Preparation
Successful professional discussion
cannot happen without good
planning.
What sorts of things should be
considered when planning a
professional discussion?

Comfort Break

Professional Discussion: Preparation
“Failure to plan is planning to fail”
Benjamin Franklin and Winston Churchill

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

Don’t forget the
Appeals Policy
and process

Date, time and proposed duration, with contingency time
Ensure sufficient time for the learner to prepare
Provides clarity about what documents, if anything, the learner may need to have
available for reference on the day and/or share with the assessor
Focus and structure - once know assessor is better able to revisit proposed
duration
The scope or format that will used - RWE v Simulation/scenarios
How will the discussion be recorded - written/digital? (check the assessment
strategy/mitigation documents)
Whether it will be used in conjunction with any other assessment method e.g.
expected as a result of recent Covid-19 mitigations or end-point assessment
requirements
A rationale which describes the purpose of the activity (this could include the assessment of
specific learning outcomes/assessment criteria, clarifying underpinning knowledge, to fill
significant and related gaps or to further prove knowledge and competency)
The anticipated outcome(s): completion or partial completion of LOs/ACs and in some
cases, units
Prioritising holistic assessment
Ensure an appropriate environment
Ensure confidentiality and compliance with GDPR

First
Attempt
In
Learning
“From little acorns, big oak trees come”

Professional Discussion: Key behaviours
“Silence is the element in which great things fashion themselves together”
(Thomas Carlyle, 1831)

“I see, and…?”

•
•
•
•
•

Listen more than you talk
Put the learner at their ease
Don’t interrupt….
Use open body language
Ask the learner easier questions first, then extension questions
and prompts
• Prioritise probing and open questions to lift or extend thinking,
moving the learner from narrow to broader aspects of their
knowledge.
• Whilst it is meant to be a conversational session and NOT a
question and answer session
• Keep true to the planned structure and help the learner to stay
‘on-topic’
A professional discussion should be a supportive
process BUT it is still an assessment

“that’s interesting, tell me
more about….”

Great. Thinking more
now about the area of
xyz, tell me?

OK so going back to where we
were looking at AC3.1, what
would you do if?

Explain why you think this happened?

Professional Discussion: Things to avoid….

Common pitfalls of professional discussion include:
•

being unprepared and/or starting late

•

asking too many questions all at once

•

asking a question and then, as the Assessor, answering it yourself

•

always asking the same kind of question

•

intervening too early - not giving the learner time to think and
respond

•

ignoring answers

•

asking difficult questions too early in the conversation

•

turning the time in to a question and answer session, led by the
Assessor.

“The process of asking prepared questions around an Assessor-led agenda,
with the learner answering rather than leading, is doomed to failure”
Research from Black & William 1998 and QCA and ALI (2004)

Professional Discussion: Records
Creating an audit trail by recording the professional discussion helps the Assessor, the learner, the
Internal Quality Assurer(IQA) and the External Quality Assurer (EQA), to ‘make sense’ of the learner’s
evidence. It formalises the professional discussion.

Hand written - try to record the learner’s words or phraseology so that it is clear that the learner has given the responses; sign
and date for authenticity and true account
Digitally recorded - needs all information that would be captured in a handwritten account plus a summary record to
support internal and external quality assurance; summary would be signed and dated for authenticity etc.
In digital recordings, it is important that the learning outcomes/assessment criteria are explicitly related to what is said as part of
the recording. The Assessor needs to keep a rough guide to the time in the recording when the criteria was addressed. The
recording can then be included as part of the learner evidence as long as the assessment criteria is annotated to indicate where
they have been addressed/met.
Reliable and auditable account of what has been discussed

Feedback and outcome/specific judgement

Professional Discussion: Recording exemplars

Professional Discussion: Confidentiality

• Confidentiality, dignity and privacy of individuals,
children, young people, or families using services
remains paramount and must not be compromised.
This is particularly important when video and/or
audio streaming or recording is being used
• Data protection legislation and confidentiality policies must
be adhered to at all times; Assessor must explain this to the
learner at the start of the assessment process.
• Where recording technologies are used, data
protection/GDPR must be adhered to at all times.

Professional Discussion: Feedback

Expectations for constructive and
developmental feedback haven’t
changed

Ask the learner what
they thought went
well and where they
think their responses
could be improved

Focus on specifics
about how the
learner met the
LOs/ACs

Give clear
confirmation of the
assessment
decision(s)

Agree an action plan
e.g. what needs to
be
revisited/outstanding
work

Ensure the recording
and feedback are
available for quality
audit and are signed
and dated

Professional Discussion: final thoughts…..

• Time and resources

• Assessor ability and confidence - support and
development will be needed
• A professional discussion can generate a large
quantity of qualitative evidence that might be
difficult to collate, judge and validate.
• Using audio or video platforms can reduce the
administrative burden - captures Assessor’s use of
tone and prompt/question types; the learner’s
verbatim responses and dialogue - this often lost
by choosing to record the discussion solely in
written form.

Professional Discussion: Internal Quality Assurance

The increased emphasis on
Professional Discussion
should be reflected in your
IQA strategy and sampling
plan

Not a series of questions
and answers

Focused, technical
conversation

Should not sound like it
has been scripted

Learner should speak
fluently about the
requirements they are
covering

Clear assessment
decisions

Assessor should prompt,
guide and contribute but
NOT lead

The learners should be
speaking more than the
assessor

Accuracy and quality of
records

Quality of feedback

Digital Credential Recognition of
attendance at this CPD webinar
event
In recognition of your attendance at this
City & Guilds CPD event we will issue
you a Digital Credential/Digital Badge
What is a Digital Credential?
Digital credentials are a highly-visual,
data-rich and easy to share
representation of someone's skills and
achievements. Digital credentials create
a lifelong richer picture of an individual's
achievements and skills, all backed by
evidence.
Your C&G Starter Guide for Digital
Credential’s :
Digital Credentials Guide

Question and answer opportunity

Q&A?

Diolch
Thank you

